
“THE FOREMOST 
AUTHORITY FIGURES 
ON GEN Z”
– CNBC

“TOP 25 THOUGHT 
LEADERS OF 2018”

– SUCCESS

A new generation of employees, customers, students, 
citizens, and donors is transforming how we work, shop, 
and live. Believe it or not, there’s life after Millennials. 

Best-selling author and generations expert David 
Stillman teams up with his Gen Z son Jonah to 
introduce the next influential demographic group –  
born 1995-2012.

 

DID YOU KNOW? 
•  84% prefer face-to-face communication

•  75% believe there are ways of getting a good 
education without going to college

•  60% prefer to spend money on an experience  
over an item

•  61% are willing to stay at a company for 10 years

 

Learn best how to connect with Gen Z!

Customized, high-energy, informative, entertaining 
keynotes or workshops with tangible take home tips 
presented by David and/or Jonah. You’ll get cutting  
edge insights into Gen Z’s behaviors and how to 
capitalize on them. 

Based on 3 national surveys and the 1st global study.

David and Jonah’s  
New Book – Gen Z @ Work 
introduces leaders to the 
seven traits of Gen Z and 
how they will click and clash 
with the rest.

genzguru genz-guru @genzguru

Don’t miss this rare opportunity to experience GenX/ 
Gen Z father-son speaking together or separately.  
Reach us at 800-571-8886 or www.genzguru.com 

ARE YOU READY FOR GEN Z?
David Stillman (Gen Xer) is the coauthor of the 
bestsellers When Generations Collide and The 
M-Factor: How the Millennial Generation is Rocking 
the Workplace. He has contributed to TIME, New 
York Times, Washington Post, and USA Today 
as well as been featured on CNN, MSNBC, and 
the Today Show. He has won numerous awards, 
including being named as one of the “200 to 
Watch” by the Business Journal.

Jonah Stillman (Gen Zer) is a recent high school 
graduate pursuing a career as an entrepreneur 
and generational expert. Growing up, Jonah was a 
competitive national snowboarder who ranked in 
the top 5 in the US. Jonah is one of the youngest 
speakers on the circuit enlightening audiences 
around the world. He has also been called upon as 
a Gen Z expert for CNN, CNBC, MSNBC, CBS, Fast 
Company, TIME, Forbes, and the NY Times. 


